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PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Introduction
The Community Design Assistance Center (CDAC) of Virginia Tech received a U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Brownfields Assessment grant to assess
and help communities develop conceptual redevelopment plans for potentially
contaminated sites in southwest Virginia communities.
The EPA Assessment Grant provides funding for CDAC to help communities
determine if a site is contaminated (and if so, with what), and then to plan for the
possible redevelopment of that site through conceptual design development. EPA
does not require or commit communities to any cleanup if the community participates
in this process.
EPA’s goals are to:
•
•
•
•

protect human health and the environment
sustain reuse
promote partnerships, and
strengthen the marketplace

The EPA describes Brownfields as:
“A brownfield is a property, the expansion, redevelopment, or reuse of which may
be complicated by the presence or potential presence of a hazardous substance,
pollutant, or contaminant.”
The purpose of this project was to work with a Stakeholders Committee and the
community from the Town of Honaker to create a conceptual redevelopment plan for
the Slate building property located on South Railroad Avenue.
A Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) was conducted for this project which
involved a review of records, a site inspection, and interviews with owners, occupants,
neighbors and local government oﬃcials. Phase II sampling and laboratory analysis
was not conducted during this project.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Town Background
Located in southwest Virginia’s Russell County near route 80, the Town of Honaker
was settled around 1797 by a settler named Martin Honaker. The Honaker family
prospered in what was then known as New Garden. Harvey Honaker, Martin’s
grandson, served as Justice of the peace in New Garden and his store served as
the Post Office. In 1884, the name of the Post Office was changed to Honaker in his
honor.1
Over the nineteenth century, several grist mills were erected along Lewis Creek that
fueled the establishment of small stores within the growing village. The settlement
remained agrarian throughout most of the nineteenth century until the arrival of the
railroad, which was constructed west through present-day Honaker, opening the
region to industrial opportunities and outlying markets. Norfolk & Western constructed
a line that reached a stop in Honaker in 1889. A major shipping point for livestock,
lumber, and coal, the small rural enclave emerged as a thriving commercial and
industrial focus for the region. Despite the prosperity brought about upon the initial
arrival of the railroad, the town’s greatest economic boost came in 1908 with the
establishment of the Honaker Lumber Company. 2
8

The town was officially incorporated in 1900. At this time, Honaker had almost
300 residents. The population nearly doubled during the first decade of the 1900s,
during which time prominent professionals and lumber and coal magnates began
constructing high-end dwellings. By 1910, the population had increased to 870
people. Once the decline of the lumber industry began in the 1920s, the population
also began to decline. However, the expansion of the coal industry brought residents
back. Due to the combination of improved roads and its location along a main road,
Honaker became a center for rural mail delivery. Around the 1940s, the Honaker
Depot served as the social center of town. 1959 saw the end of passenger rail service
and consequently the Honaker Depot no longer served as the town’s social center.
However, freight trains continued to haul coal through town.
In 2009, Honaker was listed on the National register of Historic Places.4 One of the
buildings, currently owned by Brack and Vanessa Slate Martin, is located at 393
South Railroad Avenue on the west end of the commercial block and on the north
side of South Railroad Avenue. The three-story brick building was built around 1908
and contained the Honaker Harness and Saddle Shop (main floor) and a commercial
hotel (2nd and 3rd floors). The upper floors were later converted into apartments.
There was once another two-story building, built around the same time, attached to
the west side of this building. The Slate Building has unfortunately fallen into disrepair
and is to the point that it will not be possible to save the building. The Town and
owners are interested in tearing the building down and creating a community plaza
andpark in its place.
1 Honaker Redbud Festival, http://www.honakerredbudfest.com/About_Honaker_and_The_Festival.html, 4/26/19.
2 Comprehensive Survey Report: Survey of Architectural Resources in Russell County, Virginia,
https://tinyurl.com/vo85xbv, 4/26/19.
3 National Register of Historic Places Registration Form, https://tinyurl.com/t6hvd59
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Project Location
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The map above and the aerials on the following show the location of Honaker within
the state of Virginia.
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The map above and the aerials on the following show the location of Honaker within
Russell County as well as surrounding towns and counties.
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The map above shows the location of the Slate Building site just off of Rt. 80 in
Honaker’s downtown area. The site is located along South Railroad Avenue (below).
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Source: Esri, DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, Earthstar Geographics, CNES/Airbus DS, USDA, USGS, AeroGRID, IGN, and the GIS User Community
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The design extent of the project utilized the two Slate properties (yellow) as well as
the existing parking lot to the west of the Slate Building. The parking lot is owned by
the Town of Honaker.
Source: Esri, DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, Earthstar Geographics, CNES/Airbus DS, USDA, USGS, AeroGRID, IGN, and the GIS User Community
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Design Process
The design process began with a stakeholder input session on August 8, 2019 at
the Town Hall in Honaker, VA. During that visit the CDAC team learned from several
community members about the history of the Slate Building, the downtown area,
and the overall redevelopment vision for Honaker’s downtown. CDAC also visited
the proposed site, downtown area, nearby businesses, and the Heritage Museum
that is located across Railroad Ave. from the site. A site visit, photographs, early
sketches, and input from the stakeholders created a comprehensive foundation that
the CDAC team used to develop two preliminary conceptual redevelopment designs.
The team returned to Honaker on November 6, 2019 to present two preliminary
design concepts for the redevelopment of the Slate Building property. Following the
presentation, community members provided feedback about what they (dis)liked and
what they thought might have been missing.
The CDAC team revised the two preliminary design concepts into one final design
concept with supporting drawings, which were presented to community members of
Honaker on February 4, 2020.

12

Meeting notes from the input sessions and presentations can be found in the
Appendix.

Community members and the CDAC team walk along South Railroad Avenue in front of the
Slate Building during a stakeholder input session held on August 8, 2019.
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FINAL DESIGN CONCEPT
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FINAL DESIGN CONCEPT

Design Description
The design provides Honaker with a gathering space to accommodate larger
community events, smaller intimate gatherings, and also provide a daily passive
recreation space for nearby residents. Whether the building facade is kept as a shell,
partly removed, or completely torn down (see images on page 23), the design pays
homage to the unique history of the Slate Building and recognizes the significance it
contributed to the Honaker community.
Building Facade & Plaza:
The final design removes the majority of the existing Slate Building although portions
for the exterior walls are kept as short walls (approx. four to five feet tall) to enclose
the plaza. These walls are either retained or reconstructed using brick from the
original building. Bricks that are repurposed must be resealed so that they do not
premateurely deteriorate in the outdoor environment. The short walls also serve as
planters that are filled with colorful perennials and small evergreens to soften and
brighten the edge of the brick interior. The planter portion would be constructed from
repurposed brick on top of the retained portions of the original walls. The planters
must be sealed or lined so that water, soil, or plant root systems do not penetrate the
brick and prematurely deteriorate the walls.
14

The main plaza is constructed of concrete and is approximately four feet lower than
the street level. The existing basement of the building would need to be filled in.
Like the short walls that surround the plaza, bricks can be reused and inlaid within
the concrete plaza as a flooring detail. The brick inlay represents the approximate
location of where the interior walls of the Slate Building used to stand. The decorative
brick inlay leads visitors from the Railroad Ave. entrance through the plaza and into
the north park area.
Along the east and west edges of the plaza are wooden, tiered seating. The
northeastern corner of the plaza is the largest seating section with an oversized chess
or checkerboard painted on the concrete. Movable tables are located nearby and
can also be used to play traditional games such as chess or checkers. The wooden,
tiered seating has a hinged bench seat that can be opened in order to store game
equipment within the bench seating. The storage can be locked when the games/
game pieces are not in use and also keep the games out of the weather.
The new plaza is oriented in such a way that users will be subject to the afternoon
sun. Shade is provided in the form of movable umbrellas as well as a retractable
shade system on steel cables that spans across the plaza. The cables are anchored
to the wall of the remaining building as well as poles along the western edge of the
plaza. Lastly, a large mural is proposed on the wall of the adjacent building which
captures the essence of the town and the history of the former Slate Building.
The mural is a collage that includes a bright branch of a flowering redbud tree,
‘HONAKER’ painted in school colors, and an historical streetscape image of South
Railroad Avenue. Below ‘HONAKER’ is a bronze mounted plaque that pays tribute to
the Slate Family.
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Stream & Lockhart Circle to Town Square Pedestrian Connection:
A pedestrian bridge is proposed at the north end of the Slate Plaza that connects the
plaza with the north park. The bridge is constructed from both steel and wood. Below
the bridge and along the stream corridor, colorful and native vegetation consisting
of grasses and perennials grow along the banks. For a majority of the year, the
stream is likely to be a dry bed, but during heavy periods of rain, the corridor and
its riparian plants slow the water, allowing the extra storm runoff time to infiltrate
before continuing downstream. The bridge links with a circular concrete walking path,
establishing a new pedestrian connection to Lockhart Circle. The path extends west
to a set of stairs up to Town Square Apartments. ADA access from Town Square
Apartments to Slate Plaza is available along the sidewalk, through the parking lot,
through Slate Plaza, and to the north park.
North Park:
The north park is a large open space that can be used for town events throughout
the year. Once the bridge is crossed, a wide ADA accessible path encircles the park
running along the eastern boundary of the green space going past the propane
community fire pit back to the pavilion, and then along the western side of the site
back to the main walkway. Redbud trees line the perimeter of the park which create
shade during the summer and a colorful spring backdrop for the town’s annual redbud
festival. The northern most slope of the park is a pollinator meadow with evergreens
and redbuds. The trees provide privacy for the private residences adjacent to the
park. A central large lawn can accommodate larger community events such as the
redbud festival, Mountains of Music Homecoming, an ending point to the Christmas
parade, or other smaller events such as movie nights. The stage, located at the back
of the north park, faces the lawn and has a closed back wall. The angle of the stage
and back will help ensure that the acoustics project out toward the lawn and plaza.
The stage back also allows for a drop down movie screen in which a movie can be
rear-projected onto. There is ample seating in the north park including a seating wall,
made from reused brick from the Slate Building, traditional benches to the east, and
trellis swings along the western park boundary. The trellis swings receive dappled
shading from the afternoon sun if a person was reading a book from the mini-library
located along the walking path. The mini-library is a wooded cabinet with window
doors and roof and is filled with “take-one; leave-one” books for visitors to read. The
lawn also provides informal seating space for visitors to set up lawn chairs or picnic
blankets while enjoying a movie, play, concert, or poetry reading on stage. Tucked in
the southeastern park of the site is a community fire pit. The fire pit would be propane
fueled and controlled by the town with a key to turn it off and on as needed.
Following is the final site master plan, perspectives, and precedent images.
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Design Concept
This concept is centered around the idea of
providing both space and amenity for larger
community events for the town as well as daily
passive recreation for nearby residents. The
physical structure of the Slate Building in this
concept has been largely removed, although the
portions of exterior walls remain as a border for
planters that surround the proposed plaza. Taking
into consideration the absence of this longstanding
structure, this concept captures a piece of the
building’s history and its significance to the
Honaker community.

T
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A Welcome Sign and Planting Bed
B Existing Parking Lot (Enhanced)
C Steps From Sidewalk Down To Plaza
D ADA Accessible Ramp to Plaza
E West Entrance To Plaza
F Lawrence and Ruth Slate Memorial Plaza
(concrete w/ brick accents) with Stationary
Perimeter Seating
G Memorial Plaque Dedicated to Slate Family
H Giant Chess Board and Chess Tables
I
Shaded Seating With Movable Chairs/Tables
J
Wooden Bridge across Stream
K Stream Corridor w/ Riparian Plantings
L Pedestrian Connection to Lockhart Circle
M Pedestrian Connection to Town Square Housing
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O Outdoor Community Library
P Trellis Swings in Redbud Grove
Q Open Grass Lawn
R Seat Wall
S Pavilion Stage With Plaza and Seat Wall
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V Walking Path (concrete)
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Perspective 1A: Slate Plaza with Existing Facade Removed
Due to the structural deficiencies caused by a 2015 fire in the upper story of the Slate Building, the building and its facades are removed. The remaining lot is transformed into Slate Plaza, a welcoming
space for community gathering and special events. A beautiful mural and windows are added to the adjacent structure that is left after the building is removed. Portions of the exterior walls are saved and repurposed as planters for perennial flowers. Steps and an ADA ramp provide access to Slate Plaza which is below the level of the existing sidewalk.
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Perspective 2: West Entrance to Slate Plaza from Parking Lot
Several enhancements can be seen from the west entrance to the Slate Plaza. Most notably, a new mural is painted on the adjacent building after the Slate Building is removed. The mural showcases a
historical picture of the former Slate Building and flowers of the iconic redbud trees. Windows are added to the remaining structure to break up the vast brick wall and introduce natural light into the interior
space. An ADA ramp provides access from the street level (right) down into the plaza. Removable bollards (center) can be removed should vehicles ever need access to the plaza’s interior.
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Perspective 3: Slate Plaza with Mural, Seating, and Outdoor Games
The former footprint of the Slate Building is transformed into a large plaza with ample outdoor seating, a beautiful mural, and perennial plants along the edges. Re-purposed brick is embedded in the concrete
to represent the approximate wall locations of the former Slate Building. A small bronze plaque is located on the mural wall to honor the late Lawrence and Ruth Slate and the Slate Building.
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Perspective 4: North Park and Performance Stage
The park at the northern portion of the site offers flexible space for larger community events such as a concert gathering, or smaller events such as a campfire night. When not used for special events, the
park is a peaceful outdoor retreat with a walking path and swings. A concrete path winds the perimeter of the park with a lush green lawn in the center for children to play or for community members to sit and
watch a concert. Trellis swings on the western part of the site are shaded by redbuds. The community propane fireplace is nestled in the southeastern corner of the park and be controlled by local oﬃcials.
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Stacked wooden block seating creates nooks for groups within
Slate Plaza.

Retractable shade structure for use in Slate Plaza.

A large painted chess board in the game nook of Slate Plaza.

An enhanced vegetative buffer alongside the creek creates a
natural stream corridor.

A community fire pit placed at the north end of the site for
multi-season use.

Pavilion stage with movable seating placed at northernmost
end of the site for events or casual seating. Walls can be
added to the back and sides to improve acoustic directionality.

Trellis swings placed along the western side provide a relaxing
seat option.
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Bronze plaque placed in plaza to be dedicated to late owners,
Lawrence and Ruth Slate.

Final Design Concept
Final Design Concept
Precedent Images
Precedent Images
February
4, 2020

An example of steel mounted signage that can be added on the
re-purposed brick planter at southern entrance to Slate Plaza.
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FINAL DESIGN CONCEPT

Facade Preservation Alternatives
Design Description
The final design concept recommends, based on community input, that the existing
Slate Building be gutted and largely removed, retaining short portions of the exterior
walls to be repurposed into planters surrounding the Slate Plaza. In order to inform
that community decision, two facade preservation alternatives were developed to
demonstrate what the facade of the building might look if portions of the facade were
kept. The following pages shows Perspective 1B: Full Facade and Perspective 1C:
Partial Facade. The Slate Plaza would still function as designed in the site master
plan.
Perspective 1B: Full Facade:
This alternative removes the building’s interior and roof but leaves the three exterior
walls and the east wall that is shared with the neighboring building. This option
preserves the building’s spatial contributions to the downtown “street wall”. The
interior plaza is a moderately/shaded, open-air environment and is an excellent public
space during hot summer months. Lighting is added for evening/night security during
special events or when it is not occupied. Sounds generated during special events
such as music performances are generally kept within the facade and not projected
toward neighboring properties
All glass windows are removed for safety purposes. A steel “skeleton” must be
erected on the inside to provide lateral support and keep the walls stable. All bricks
and mortar joints must be inspected for integrity as well as replacing/resealing
damaged bricks and repointing deteriorated mortar joints.
Perspective 1C: Partial Facade:
In addition to the building’s interior and roof, this alternative also removes the north
exterior wall and the north portion of the west wall. The remaining portions of the
facade step up to the street level where the full facade remains.
The partial facade alternative provides more natural light since fewer portions of
the existing facade are retained. The same considerations must be made regarding
structural integrity and brick/mortar inspections. Though the north portion are
removed, the building still contributes to the downtown “street wall”. Unlike the full
facade preservation alternative, this option opens up desirable sight lines between
Slate Plaza and the north park. Consequently, sound generated within the plaza may
impact surrounding properties.
General Considerations:
Preserving some or all portions of the existing facade will require consultation with a
structural engineer and/or other licensed construction professionals to ensure that all
appropriate precautions have been taken before opening the plaza to the public.
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Perspective 1C: Partial Facade
The west facade of the existing Slate Building is partially removed. This strategy maintains the
building’s contribution to the downtown “street wall” but removes the north half of the building.

Original window openings from the Slate Building
are maintained but the glass is removed, allowing
natural light and air flow to enter the space freely.

The image above demonstrates how the front
facade can be preserved and the side wall steps
down. A steel structure stabilizes the front facade.

The interior of the Slate Building (full facade) is
supported by a steel skeleton structure.

The Slate Building will become a unique open air
public gathering space.
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Perspective 1B: Full Facade
In this alternative, all sides of the existing facade are structurally secured after the interior floors are
removed. The interior space is left as an open-air plaza without a traditional roof.

Final Design Concept
Final Design Concept
Perspectives 1B and 1C: Facade Preservation Alternatives
Perspective 1B and 1C: Facade Preservation Alternatives
February 4, 2020

Approximate location of existing
west facade of Slate Building
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SITE INVENTORY AND ANALYSIS
Site Inventory Summary
Existing Conditions and Site Location:
The site for the proposed Slate Plaza and park is located on the west end of
downtown Honaker along South Railroad Avenue. Surrounding the site is a mix of
commercial businesses to the south and east, single family residential homes to the
north, and a housing development called Town Square to the west. The site consists
of the existing Slate Building, a paved parking lot west of the building that is owned
by the Town of Honaker, an informal gravel parking lot north of the building, an
unmaintained grassy area at the northern most end of the site. There is a shallow,
ephemeral stream that flows east along the north side of the Slate Building.
The current topography/grade is mostly flat although in the grassy area toward the
north end of the site becomes a steep hill that leads up the slope to a residential
home. Between the existing paved parking lot to the west and the floor elevation
of the building, there is approximately four feet of grade change from street level to
the end of the building. A majority of existing vegetation consists of unmaintained
shrubs as well as larger mature trees that border the northeastern and western edges
between Town Square and residential developments.
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Old Slate Building:
A major feature of the site is the old Slate Building located on the western end of
South Railroad Avenue. The old Slate building sits on the southeastern corner of the
parcel and is approximately 80’ deep x 50’ wide (~4,000 square feet). The building
has gone through a series of uses through the years that have included a saddlery,
hardware store, catering business, and a grocery store. For over 100 years, it has
remained a prominent landmark within Honaker for both local residents as well as the
extended community. In 2015, the building was subject to a fire that compromised the
structural integrity and is now vacant. The building is a health and safety risk to the
surrounding area. Access to the Slate Building’s interior is not permitted and sheets
of plywood have been placed over the street-level windows and door. Future design
work should be sensitive to the building’s history and sentimental contributions to the
Honaker community.
Surrounding Roads:
Red Bud Highway leads to the site from the east, which breaks off into Main Street
and South Railroad Avenue at ‘confusion corner’. South Railroad Avenue is a oneway street that is lined with various businesses and a church at the eastern corner. At
the western end of this road, Circle Street wraps around a triangular set of buildings
and sends traffic either west into Town Square, south onto New Garden Road, or
back east towards ‘confusion corner’. In order to access the existing site, angled
parking is provided along South Railroad Avenue in addition to a paved parking lot
adjacent to the Slate Building with approximately ten spaces. The Slate Building
sits north of South Railroad Avenue and extends back to an old town road that is no
longer utilized and is overgrown with shrubs, grasses, and weeds.
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SITE INVENTORY AND ANALYSIS
Downtown:
The surrounding buildings play a key role in the future of this design given the site’s
location in Honaker’s downtown. The existing building is part of the “street wall” along
South Railroad Avenue. Across South Railroad Avenue from the Slate Building is
Honey Bea’s (a local café and ice cream parlor) and the Heritage Museum, which
shares the local history of the town. West of the site is Town Square, a low-medium
income housing development. It is important to not only connect to the businesses
across South Railroad Avenue, but also to connect to the public space of the housing
community for everyday use into this potential park.
Following is an existing conditions and viewshed inventory map as well as an
opportunities and limitations map.
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A.

West facade of the Slate Building and adjacent
parking lot

C.

A small creek bed flows directly behind the Slate
Building. The creek flows underneath informal
lean-to structures that are attached to the rear of
the building.

D.

The area behind the Slate Building is largely
open but underutilized. Larger vegetation follows
the west border of the site (right in picture).

E.

The rear portion of the site has a slight slope
and is overgrown. The Town Square housing
community can be seen in the background.
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C.

Front facade of the Slate Building from South
Railroad Avenue. The roof and windows from
the upper story are missing. The awning and
original street-level windows (covered) remain.
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• Opportunity Honey Bea’s customers to
sit out across the street
• Potential for Heritage Museum to hold
outside events in proposed site

2

Town Square
Housing Community

• Town Square Housing Community
• large open green space with small
gazebo
• no existing pedestrian access to Slate
Building site
• Creek access

•
•
•
•
•
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Existing Slate Building footprint
Fire damage, brick walls largely intact
Adjacent existing parking lot
Angled parking along street
Creek alongside back of building

• Opportunity to improve parking lot
• Potential to reuse walls of Slate Building
• Resolve angled parking corner at
sidewalk edge
• Create main site entrance from street
• Opportunity to daylight creek

4

• Various businesses along store fronts
(flower shop, church, etc.)
• Continuous angled parking along street
• Pedestrian access from street
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• Parking lot for nearby health center
• Located along back alley of street wall
on Lockhart Circle
• Avoid having visitors park in this private
parking lot
• Opportunity to add visual barrier
between existing parking lot and
proposed park

Old Town Road

Slate Building

• Adjacent residences along northern
edge of site property line
• Old town road along southern edge
leading to residential street
• Avoid using old, unused town road
• Be mindful of proximity of park to private
residences along northern edge (noise)

6
riv
cle D

Existing gravel lot behind Slate Building
Relatively flat site
Sloped hill leading up to residences
Border vegetation surrounding western
edge of site between Town Square
• Vegetation along border between Town
Square Housing and western edge of
site
• Opportunity to include event space for
larger gatherings
• Opportunity to add visual barrier
between residential homes
• Little need for severe grading due to flat
site

• Opportunity to create pedestrian
connection into proposed park

3

•
•
•
•
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• Opportunity to create additional interest
along commercial street
• Opportunity to create service entrance
far east corner through easement
• Opportunity to add visual barrier
between existing neighborhood

Lockhart Circle
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One way street between site and
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PRELIMINARY DESIGN CONCEPTS
Preliminary Design Concept 1
Design Description
This design concept captures the historical nature of the Slate Building by maintaining
the existing facades and transforming the space into a community gathering spot
for larger events such as concerts to small intimate gatherings of friends and family.
The Slate Building becomes an open air structure where glass has been removed
from the old window and door openings to allow light and air into the interior space.
The front entrance has been enhanced by expanding the sidewalk to improve the
unusable diagonal parking space and erecting a new sign framed by new colorful
plantings. The northern half of the site located behind the building provides additional
areas for community gathering, special events, and recreation.
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Plaza Entrance and Building Footprint:
Stairs from the sidewalk or an ADA path along the western edge of the plaza lead
from the front entrance to a flexible space of movable tables and chairs. The larger
planter boxes are filled with colorful annual flowers and lush green small shrubs.
During warm summer months, shade sails cast cool shade in the space that provide
protection from the evening sun. In the northwestern corner of the building, a trellis
with lush green vines stands above a reading and game nook. A free community
library and game cupboard allows for a group of friends to enjoy a Friday night game
or a child a space to comfortably read a book. In the adjacent corner of the building
is a curved stage. Smaller performances, such as music, theater, storytelling, or
poetry reading, can liven the space on a Saturday night. The movable tables and
chairs can be arranged in any convenient way. Additional seating can be brought in
from a remote storage location through the parking lot to the western entrance of the
building. Bollards in this location can be removed for vehicular access. The parking lot
layout is enhanced to include ADA parking by removing one smaller space to create
an entrance plaza with larger planters as a threshold into the building.
Stream & Lockhart Circle Pedestrian Connection:
A new entrance at the back of the Slate Building leads across a wooden and steel
bridge. The bridge crosses the ephemeral stream below, which flows during rain
storms but is typically a dry creek bed lined with tall grasses and colorful perennials.
There is a wide concrete path that connects the eastern boundary to Lockhart Circle
which also loops back into the rest of the park space.
Northern Park Space:
The north/”back” park space offers accessible activity nodes for a variety of people.
These activity nodes consist of a splash pad plaza, trellis swings, hammock park,
community gas fire pit, and nature play area. These elements are surrounded by
redbuds and planting beds.
The splash pad plaza features nine water fountain spouts that children can run
through and a seat-wall along the edge for others to sit. The plaza ground is made of
textured pavers to so that the surface does not become slippery. The fountain spouts
are able to be turned off during an event to free up for space for people to gather.
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PRELIMINARY DESIGN CONCEPTS
Trellis swings are adjacent to the splash pad plaza. Two wooden trellis structures
each contain two large swinging benches for a relaxing seat to read a book or enjoy
the water fountains on the plaza. Planters on either side are planted with climbing
vines that wrap up and around the wooden frame, creating a pop of color to the space
and shade from the sun.
On the eastern side of the park, closest to Lockhart Circle, a hammock park is nestled
between two redbuds. There are four hammocks held up and anchored by wooden
posts. The existing and newly planted redbuds cast shade over the hammocks
creating a comfortable space to relax.
A wide 6-foot path leads back and loops around the community gas fire pit. Large
movable Adirondack chairs circle the fire. During the colder months, this space can
be used for spooky Halloween nights, roasting chestnuts or marshmallows during the
Christmas parade, or cozy fires during the spring Redbud festival. Operation of the
gas fire pit can be controlled through a secure key and safely operated by Town staff.
Planting beds with shrubs and ornamental grasses buffer the walking path from the
fire pit area.
The most northern space of the design features a natural play area for children. Using
the existing topography changes up to the back limit of the site, children can climb up
the rock path and slide down slide under the cool shade of the redbuds. Large round
stumps of various sizes create obstacles for children to conquer.
Following is the preliminary conceptual redevelopment plan, perspectives, and
precedent images.
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Concept 1 celebrates the historical nature of
the former Slate Building by maintaining the
facades and transforming the space into a semienclosed community plaza. The Slate Building is
transformed into a semi-enclosed structure where
the old windows, doors and new openings allow
light and air into the interior space. Preserving the
facade of the structure thoughtfully incorporates
the building’s history and physical nature into the
proposed design while creating new opportunities
for larger events such as concerts, festivals, and
parades or small gatherings with friends and family.
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Perspective 2: View from within the Slate Building’s facade looking at reading nook and out across creek to the proposed splash pad.
The new plaza within the building’s facade provides a variety of elements including a reading nook, performance stage (right), and
shaded seating with movable chairs. New window openings provide visual access to the northern end of the site.

An example of a splash pad with seating wall along one side.

Trellis swings placed across from the splash pad provide a
relaxing seat option.

A hammock garden is included along the eastern side of the
site.

An enhanced vegetative buffer alongside the creek creates a
natural stream corridor.

A natural playscape area at the northern area of the site
includes a slide and small hill for young children to climb and
enjoy.
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A steel frame placed on the inside of the building’s facade
supports the existing brick walls.

Preliminary Design Concept 1
Preliminary Design Concept 1
Perspectives
and Precedent Images
Perspectives
and Precedent
November
6, 2019Images

A community fire pit placed at the north end of the site for mutiseasonal use.
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Perspective 1: View of redeveloped Slate Building and plaza main entrance from South Railroad Avenue.
Reusing the former structure of the Slate building’s facade, the preservation of the external structure pays tribute to the long history
and character of this building. A new plaza is constructed within the footprint of the former structure.

Canvas shade structures within the new plaza provide shade
for the seating areas and stage.
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PRELIMINARY DESIGN CONCEPTS
Preliminary Design Concept 2
Design Description
In this concept the Slate building has been largely removed, although the first four
feet of the walls remain as a border for planters that encapsulate the newly proposed
plaza. Concept 2 provides both space and amenities for larger community events
for the town as well as daily passive recreation for nearby residents. Taking into
consideration the absence of this longstanding structure, this concept aims to pay
respect to the building’s history and the significance it has contributed to the Honaker
community. In paying respect to the significance of this former building, the plaza
is named Lawrence and Ruth Slate Memorial Plaza, in memory of the late property
owners.
Plaza Entrance:
Entering along South Railroad Avenue, the once tall facade of the Slate Building now
opens up to a welcoming entrance into the newly proposed Slate Plaza by entirely
removing the existing structure. This space is framed by a new overhead steel
structure and anchored by planters on either side that incorporate salvaged brick of
the former walls. A set of wide steps leads visitors down into the plaza from South
Railroad Avenue and an ADA accessible ramp is provided just around the corner into
to the western entrance. Two handicap accessible parking spaces (including a van
accessible space) are incorporated into the reconfigured parking lot for easy access
into the plaza. This western entrance is similarly framed by the steel structure and
planters that guide the procession into the plaza.
Plaza and Gathering Space:
The footprint of the former Slate Building has been transformed into an open plaza
that is equipped with stationary perimeter seating, movable seating, adjustable shade
panels, a retractable movie screen, and new mural painted on the adjacent facade.
The entirety of the plaza is framed with steel beams that frame segments of the plaza
and pay tribute to the former structure that once stood. Between the overhead beams,
lights are strung above to provide soft night lighting, ideal for movie nights or a quiet
stroll. The seating along the edge of the plaza is made of large wooden beams that
provide a variety of levels to sit on. Each seating cubby is framed by a set of planters
that create a sense of privacy for either individuals or smaller groups. Movable table
and chair seating with umbrellas are also provided in the plaza. Temporary storage
compartments fixed underneath the perimeter seating are moderately protected
from inclement weather. Between the steel beams along the western edge, slidable
wooden panels travel along a track to extend out and provide shade to the seating
cubbies during hot summer afternoons. They can be collapsed as well to allow sun
through on cool winter days. Along the axis of the western entrance, a retractable
movie screen is mounted to the adjacent building wall, providing the opportunity for
movie nights throughout the year. When movies are not being shown, the screen can
be retracted to show a newly painted mural along the adjacent facade.
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Stream and Lockhart Circle Connection:
At the northern end of Slate Plaza, a wooden bridge grants visitors access across
an ephemeral stream to the northern half of the park. Below the bridge is colorful
native vegetation that buffers a dry creek bed. During most of the year it will function
as a dry bed, but in the event of a rain storm, it is equipped to safely carry the water
downstream. The bridge intersects with a paved pedestrian pathway that connects
Lockhart Circle to the Town Square housing development on the western edge of
the park. This connection provides access to nearby residents as well as to visitors
along Main Street. In the event that service vehicles or maintenance need to access
the northern half of the site, the connection from Lockhart Circle provides a path wide
enough for access by a vehicle or mower.
Northern Park Space: Open Grass Lawn:
The northern end of the park is a space geared toward various town events held
throughout the year. Once past the wooden bridge, a grass lawn lined with redbuds
opens up to provide the opportunity for both existing and new events. The lawn
provides clear visual access through the entire site as well as ample space for visitors
to throw a ball or frisbee around with a friend or furry companion. With ample room
for lawn chair or picnic blanket seating, this lawn provides a great space to listen to a
musical event taking place on stage or even a casual place to watch fireworks on the
Fourth of July. Along the western edge of the lawn, a grove of redbuds is planted that
provides an abundance of beautiful pink flowers in the ‘Redbud Capital of the World.‘
Pavilion Shelter and Stage:
Connected to the open lawn is a pavilion shelter and stage. A paved pathway
intersects with the bridge and provides an ADA accessible pathway to the shelter.
The structure doubles as a stage as well as a protective space to hold small group
events such as a quiet lunch. Events like the Christmas Parade, Mountains of Music
Homecoming, Redbud Festival, and more have the opportunity to use this space and
stage that is permanently set up in this park, limiting the need to haul in and set up a
stage for events. Smaller group events for local groups or families who like a cookout
or have an outdoor birthday party can also use this space. While not being used for
community events, the stage also has a covered pavilion with movable picnic tables
for seating and is protected from the elements in the case of inclement weather.
Following is the preliminary conceptual redevelopment plan, perspectives, and
precedent images.
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Perspective 2: View of Park area from Lockhart Circle Entrance looking northwest at Pavilion Stage and Redbud Grove.
Behind Slate Plaza the site extends into a larger park area including a pavilion stage that services various events throughout the year
as well as casual seating during the day. A grove of redbuds falls along the western side and frames the view to the stage.

Wooden bridge at north end of plaza to cross the creek leading
to stage.

Re-purposed brick detail from former Slate Building included
within ground pavement in Slate plaza.

Pavilion stage with movable seating placed at northernmost
end of the site for events or casual seating.

Movie projected onto building wall with decorative light strings.

Stacked wooden block seating creates nooks for groups within
Slate plaza.
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Bronze plaque placed in plaza to be dedicated to late owners,
Lawrence and Ruth Slate.
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Sliding shade screens attached along steel beams for
adjustable shade during afternoon.
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Perspective 1: View of Slate Plaza Main Entrance from South Railroad Avenue standing at Heritage Museum.
On the former footprint of the old Slate Building, a new Slate Plaza will take its place framed by a steel structure that provides overhead lighting and adjustable shade panels. Movable and permanent seating as well as a retractable movie screen are included.

Steel mounted signage along re-purposed brick planter at
southern entrance.
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Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) Executive Summary

November 18, 2019
Ms Elizabeth Gilboy, Director
Virginia Tech - CDAC
101 South Main Street (0450)
Blacksburg, Virginia 24060

Cardno, Inc.

Subject:

www.cardno.com

534 Industrial Park Road
Bluefield, VA 24605
Phone +1 304 809 0629

Phase I Environmental Site Assessment
Slate Building • 393 South Railroad Avenue
Honaker, Virginia 24260

Dear Ms. Gilboy:
Cardno, Inc. (Cardno) is pleased to enclose the report entitled, “Phase I Environmental Site
Assessment • Slate Building • 393 South Railroad Avenue • Honaker, Virginia 24260.” This
report was prepared in accordance with requirements prescribed by the American Society of
Testing and Materials (ASTM) E 1527-13.
Cardno would like to thank you for the opportunity to provide this service. If you have any
questions or comments, please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned.
Sincerely,
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George Robertson, CPG
Hydrogeologist
Bluefield/Blacksburg, VA
for Cardno, Inc.
Direct Line + 304 809 0581
Email: George.robertson@cardno.com
dlb
Enclosure

File:
Project

Joseph Morici, P.E.
Brownfields Practice Leader
for Cardno, Inc.
Direct Line +1 803 960 2069
Email: joe.morici@cardno.com

Phase I ESA - Slate Building
PB00276000-01-24

Australia • Belgium • Canada • Colombia • Ecuador • Germany • Indonesia • Kenya •
Myanmar • New Zealand • Nigeria • Papua New Guinea • Peru • Philippines • Singapore •
Timor-Leste • United Kingdom • United States • Operations in over 100 countries
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Phase I Environmental Site Assessment
Slate Building • Honaker, Virginia
Prepared for: Virginia Tech Community Design Assistance Center

Executive Summary
Cardno, Inc. (Cardno) was retained by the Community Design Assistance Center at Virginia Tech
(the Client) to perform a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) under their Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) Brownfields Assessment Project, on behalf of the Town of Honaker, for the
Slate Building (the Property) located at 393 South Railroad Avenue in Honaker, Virginia. The Property
encompasses an approximately 0.12-acre tract with fire-damaged/collapsing approximately 11,000square-foot (ft2), three-story brick building, referred to as the Slate Building. The Property is bordered to
the northeast, north, and southwest by residential houses, to the east and southeast by commercial
businesses, and to the south by a museum with upstairs apartments. The Property is bordered to the
west by a paved parking lot and a vacant grass landscaped lot and to the northeast by the Town Square
Apartments.
Cardno performed the Phase I ESA in general accordance with Federal standards and practices as
codified in the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) at 40 CFR Part 312, including amendments effective
December 23, 2008 and in conformance with the scope and limitations of American Society for Testing
and Materials International (ASTM) Standard Practice for Environmental Site Assessments: Phase I
Environmental Site Assessment Process, Designation: E1527-13 and ASTM Standard Practice for
Limited Environmental Due Diligence: Transaction Screen Process, Designation: E1528-06.
As part of this Phase I ESA, Cardno performed a visual inspection of the Property; reviewed federal,
state, and local regulatory records; investigated historical uses of the Property and potential sources of
environmental contamination of the parcel; and conducted interviews with local agency personnel to
evaluate whether recognized environmental conditions (RECs) or conditions indicative of releases and
threatened releases of hazardous substances on, at, in, or to the Site [40 CFR Part 312.20(e)].
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Cardno has performed this Phase I ESA in conformance with the scope and limitations of ASTM Practice
E 1527-13. Any exceptions to, or deletions from, this practice are described in Sections 1.4 and 10 of this
report.
This assessment revealed no evidence of RECs in connection with the Property.
The following non-ASTM concerns were identified for the Property:
Findings of an asbestos-containing materials (ACM) survey indicated the presence of 2-3% chrysotile
in black composite and green/black roofing materials. Similar roofing material may remain in the
collapsed debris in the interior of the Slate Building;
Due to the fire-damage and collapsing condition of the Slate Building, it is not considered safe to
enter the perimeter of the Slate Building; and
Minor non-hazardous waste including a used automotive tire should be removed from the Property.
Cardno recommends the following actions regarding this Property:
The sidewalk and adjacent parking along South Railroad Avenue, as well as adjacent parking
areas on the north and west sides of the Slate Building, be provided appropriate barricades to
prevent injury or damage from possible falling materials; and
The owner should conduct lead-based paint (LBP) survey and abate ACM identified in the
October 7, 2019 assessment prior to redevelopment.

November 18, 2019
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Phase I Environmental Site Assessment
Slate Building • Honaker, Virginia
Prepared for: Virginia Tech Community Design Assistance Center

Conclusions and opinions presented in this assessment are based solely on the information derived from
the study sources and references cited in this document and are to the limitations of the sources and
methods employed. Except as specified herein, this Phase I ESA report is for the exclusive use of the
Client, its officers, directors, employees, and authorized representatives.
Cardno recommends that this Executive Summary be used solely as a broad overview of environmental
conditions found at the Property. This Executive Summary should not be used in lieu of reading the entire
Phase I ESA report.
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Meeting Notes
Stakeholder Input Session
August 8, 2019; 10:30-1:30pm
Town Hall, Honaker
455 Heritage Dr.
Honaker, VA 24260
Community Assets
• Honey Bea’s and other local businesses
• Heritage Center
• Redbud Festival; 3rd weekend in April
◦◦ Held on the New Peoples Bank grounds
◦◦ Bird walks, shows, music, fun day for the kids
• Christmas Parade; Monday before Thanksgiving
◦◦ 2 hours, 150-175 entries
◦◦ 8 high school bands
◦◦ 50 floats
• Mountains of Music Homecoming
◦◦ Regional 9-day event held annually highlighting traditional music of
southwest Virginia; events held in Honaker
• Local school system and branch library
• Strong local sports team
• Friends of Honaker; community organization
◦◦ Interested in developing community park
◦◦ Other ideas for projects: water park, zipline, picnic shelter, “Holly		
wood”-style for Honaker up on the hill
• Town Square
◦◦ Very successful affordable housing community adjacent to the Slate
building property
General Observations
• Population is around 2,000 within Honaker but extended population 		
reaches out to 5-6,000 people
• Building owners are interested in donating the Slate building to the town 		
and want to see the town succeed
• Building has long standing history- many previous uses (grocery store, 		
bbq, saddlery, Mawmaw’s place, “Ben Franklin” store, hardware, caskets, 		
residential, hotel)
• The building suffered from substantial fire damage in 2015
• Other events in town have potential to be impacted by site
◦◦ Fourth of July Fireworks
◦◦ Christmas Parade (Monday before Thanksgiving)
Site Characteristics
c d community design
a c assistance center
College of Architecture and Urban Studies
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
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The design extent of the project includes the building footprint, an area behind
the building, and the paved lot to the west of the building that is owned by the
Town. The design extent stops at fence post within grass on the lot north of the
building.
There is an old town road running from the north into site that is not utilized
anymore. There is not much interest from the Stakeholders in encouraging
pedestrian access along this old road.
Creek running along backside of buildings from the west, potential for 		
water damage to the lower levels of downtown structures; substantial flood are
infrequent
Health clinic parking lot is not part of the design process
Backside of adjacent downtown buildings are unsightly should pedestrian 		
access along Lockhart Circle increase

Initial Design Ideas:
• New designs dedicated to Lawrence and Ruth (building owner’s father 		
and mother)
• Create public park for everyday use as well as event space
• Be sensitive to the historic nature of the building
• Something for the younger people to do
• Support/link to the annual Christmas parade somehow
• Opportunities for community gathering
• Event/performance space
• Stage
• Community Center-accessible to ADA
• Splash pad
• Basketball court
• Zipline
• Pavilion
• Outdoor seating; for café and surrounding neighborhoods
• Redbuds incorporated!
• Needs every day uses, not just for special events
• Connection to Town Square neighbor; do not provide connections to 		
residences on north side of site at this time
• Historical nature, pay homage
• Mural on western facade (if kept); potential themes of sawmill, railroad, 		
and/or coal industries
Other Comments
• Want potential community center that is accessible for seniors—existing 		
locations are far/not ADA accessible
• Want to be historically sensitive to building with long standing significance
in community
• Want a space where younger population can be active
• Dedicate the park to the late Lawrence and Ruth Slate
c d community design
a c assistance center
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Avoid creating unsafe spaces (i.e. sightlines, visibility, night lighting)
Interest in mural on west side of beauty parlor downtown, dedicate to saw
mill history
◦◦ Honaker once was home to largest saw mill east of Mississippi River

Moving Forward
• The design team is operating under the assumption that the building’s 		
interior will be completely removed and any remaining exterior walls have 		
been properly secured.
• Unless otherwise advised by CDAC’s environmental consultant, Cardno, the
design team will assume that prior to implementation that any environmental
contaminants, should any exist, have been properly abated and the site is
safe for human occupation with no restrictions on end use.
• Concept 1: Maintain (portions of) the front and side facades of the building
• Concept 2: Remove both facades to maximize available space
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Meeting Notes
Preliminary Design Presentation
November 6, 2019; 5:30-7:00pm
Town Hall, Honaker
455 Heritage Dr.
Honaker, VA 24260
Concept 1 Summary:
Concept 1 celebrates the historical nature of the former Slate Building by maintaining
the facades and transforming the space into a semi-enclosed community plaza. The
Slate Building is transformed into a semi-enclosed structure where the old windows,
doors and new openings allow light and air into the interior space. Preserving the
facade of the structure thoughtfully incorporates the building’s history and physical
nature into the proposed design while creating new opportunities for larger events
such as concerts, festivals, and parades or small gatherings with friends and family.
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Concept 2 Summary:
Concept 2 centered around the idea of providing both space and amenity for
larger community events for the town as well as daily passive recreation for nearby
residents. The physical structure of the Slate Building in this concept has been largely
removed, although the first four feet of the exterior walls remain as a border for
planters that surround the proposed plaza. Taking into consideration the absence of
this longstanding structure, this concept captures a piece of the building’s history and
its significance to the Honaker community.
Likes
• Openness of the site if the building was removed
• Would like a visual connection between the plaza and the stage (if stage
located along the northern boundary of the site)
• Individual seating option within the plaza in corner northeast and southeast
corners with tables for games like jenga or chess
• Built-in seating along the western edge of the plaza
• Trellis swings that could seat two adults together
• Larger stage option of Concept 2; keep covered perhaps with side walls as
well to protect instruments
• Movie screen either on existing building or at larger stage
• Shade sail structures from Concept 2
• Mural artwork on remaining building should Slate Building be taken down
Dislikes
• Remove splash pad; already planned for at another locations
• Remove nature play area; already planned for at another location
• Hammock garden
c d community design
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Small stage in plaza

Adjustments
• Make fire pit a little smaller in order to be moved closer to “L” of Concept 2
What’s Missing
• Portable basketball goals/court at the doctor’s office; might be possible to
work out an agreement to use the space after-hours
• Lighting throughout the site
• More historical elements of former building
◦◦ Reusing brick wherever possible
◦◦ Potentially a mural on eastern façade paying homage to building
Other Comments:
• There’s a full basement underneath the first floor and goes underneath
sidewalk
◦◦ The void left by the basement would need to be filled to the
approximate level of the existing parking lot or sidewalk to make the
plaza function correctly.
• The creek flows unless there is an exceptionally dry spell.
◦◦ One participant asked if it would be possible to dam the creek to
increase the amount of water on the site.
◦◦ There would need to be a study to ensure that there would be proper
flow through the dammed portion to prevent algal blooms or pond
“scum” from forming
• Participants reinforced they would like to see every day uses for surrounding
residents/seniors in the community.
• Concerns remain about the financial feasibility of keeping all or portions of the
building’s façade; meeting was closed without a definitive decision on whether
to keep it or not
◦◦ CDAC will provide two alternative perspectives that show each
scenario
Closing Comments from Jim Baldwin and Brack Slate:
• “Many people have a lot of love for that building because of all the businesses
that were there and the people who used to live there. Whatever we can
do to incorporate some of the original aspects of the façade, but still leave
the openness to the back of the lot/stage would be great. But knowing from
experience, putting in a steel structure to support that façade will be very
expensive. Consequently, the more open plan seems more attractive and
feasible.” (JB)
• “Whatever we can do to have some kind of memorial. Dad would be tickled.
But whatever is best for the town and will get the most use.” (BS)
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